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Dedication

All but one of these pieces were made between April 2013 and April 2014. My father’s illness, death,  
and its aftermath coincided precisely, becoming the unexpected accompaniment for their creation.

This body of work is dedicated to my father, James Sterling Young, and to my mother, Virginia Heyer 
Young, whose belief in and understanding of me and the path of the artist continue on undiminished. 

 —M.Y.
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Millicent Young: Solid into Vapor
by Deborah McLeod

Millicent Young has always used form and material to explore ideas that are fully beyond the realm 
of matter and structure. Equally paradoxical, the construction process for each nuance she assembles 
is so meticulous and involved, consuming hours of time devoted to all the minutia that the perfection of 
artifice demands. All is done in order to create these uniquely ephemeral entities of metaphor. Turning 
solids into vapor has a name – sublimation. That conversion is what Millicent Young’s work essentially 
seeks to achieve.

Known / Not Known is, to perhaps put it in a more playful cartoon-like term, like dumping flour on a 
ghost we suspected was present so as to see it’s amoebic shape shiftily creeping about beside us. That ghost, 
in this particular instance, is Time.

Time has long courted the imagination of the mystic and the scientist. As coy and unpredictable as it 
is, we humans believe ourselves to have some understanding of it, having assigned it some numeric 
trustworthiness by which we might at least measure its passing. But of course, that is just our chivalrous 
and charmingly modern conceit. Time on its larger scale (where it tends to prevail) is much more flexible 
and elusive than the most reliable Rolex would ever admit.

In Known / Not Known, time has many scaffolds that it assumes. It is a wall, a veil, a spiral, a 
path, a vessel, a book, a circle, or, in many cases, an extension or structure that has no nomenclature, 
drawing purely on the unraveling mathematical indiscretions of nature to determine its framework.  That 
framework establishes the juncture between the past and the present. That juncture is the artist’s 
portraiture of the living, the sensory, intellectual, and superstitious existence that we who are here today 
enjoy. On one side – either side – is the past, the other, the future. Young’s towering scrims between those 
places are gentle, seemingly alive, somewhat enabling and somewhat deceptive. The slightest breeze can 
part them, a sharp silhouette, strong light or vivid color can trespass, but whatever quality is seen through 
them is always altered in some way. 
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Time, in Young’s definition, is not a lost hour, or an impenetrable wall to the past, nor is it the certainty 
of a date inked on the calendar, or a vow made as unto death. It is perception, awareness, imagination, 
the planetary movements that determine days and years turned into memory, poems, prayers and 
songs that reveal or envision stories outside of our brief personal experience. And there is death – most 
assuredly woven into the fine pensile strands of horsehair – always with birth glistening along the same 
fluid filament. Those are certainly the two events we assign to time most finitely to cling to the veils of 
the juncture, to remain acutely to each individual, yet invisible to others, gently parting slightly when 
something happens to create a new disturbance in the air.

Why hair, of all materials, would the artist choose to define the limens of time? Aside from horsehair 
holding an autobiographical component for the artist who has lived with horses most of her life, hair has 
an important place in biology as a symbolic material. It originates from a living source to form chains of 
amino acids, the essential ingredient of life, making it a natural surrogate for existence. It has sensual and 
sexual characteristics that stimulate reminiscence and desire. It can grow long enough to inspire biblical 
myths and fairy tales about entrapment, wisdom, strength and salvation. And if it is indeed horsehair, it 
can include a vast provenance of historical uses. Artist brushes, violin strings, early pottery and basketry, 
fishing line, wigs, petticoats, and blueprints used horsehair as a medium. Like everything incorporating 
human act, aptitude, creativity, foresight and folly, it encircles what it describes to form its matrix.

We invite the viewer to wander amid Millicent Young’s incandescent work in Known / Not Known, 
and temporarily abandon what he or she is accustomed to thinking about life before, during and 
after. We welcome each to imagine the confluence between existence and memory, what we consider 
knowledge and superstition (a word I intend in its earliest etymology, where it derives from the Latin 
superstitio, meaning ”to stand over in awe.” ) It is a term also related to the Latin word superstes 
(“outliving” or “surviving”), which in this sense refers to the remains of ideas and beliefs that continued 
long after their original meaning had been forgotten. However these striking works strike you, we hope 
you will enjoy the passage through them and the eternal spirit that whispers within them.
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Deborah McLeod is the owner and director of Chroma Projects Art Laboratory in Charlottesville, VA. She has been a 
curator of contemporary art for the past 25 years, serving in a number of non-profit art venues and as an independent  
curator throughout Virginia, D.C. and Maryland. These art spaces include the Second Street Gallery, the Peninsula Fine 
Arts Center, the Hand Workshop Art Center, the McLean Project for the Arts, the Richmond Arts Council and the 
Cultural Arts Center at Glen Allen. She has contributed art reviews and critiques on a regular basis to Baltimore City  
Paper, Art Papers, Sculpture Magazine, Style Weekly Magazine, Ceramics: Art & Perception, and written several city 
newspaper columns on the local art scene.
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GENESIS

I began this body of work “known/not known” in April of 2013 in preparation for two solo exhibitions, 
one in November 2013 and one in June of 2014. My intention was to make forms that I did not know: 
ones that I had not made before and that had no pre existing narrative. My intention was to engage with 
my materials, the processes I had developed for working with them, and to empty myself of knowing what 
I was making.  

Yet I also knew there were forms quickening inside me that were in want of making. I did not know them; 
I had never before made them. I felt them and then began to understand them as they took shape. 

This way of art making is also the way of dreaming - the sequence of images and actions that arrive from a 
part of one’s being that is not known. With engagement and contemplation they become known.

My intentions were rooted in my larger artistic ethos as well: to contribute to the vocabulary of a new 
collective story, a new mythology that names mystery, beauty, stillness, and imagination as crucial to our 
earthly co-existence. And rooted in my knowing that Art can be a transformer- that it can bypass rational, 
linear processes and stir the heart. 

In late April 2013, my father became ill. His illness, death, and its aftermath became the unexpected 
accompaniment for the creation of this entire body of work. 

Each gesture of the making - each hole drilled, each hair threaded, each knot pulled - marks a moment 
during my care and vigil for him and my reckoning with the forces that became untethered. These small 
familiar repetitive acts became my meditation and my thread through the labyrinth. This work became a 
record of that journey, one that binds and separates us, individually and collectively.

The lands that he lived on that I continue to live on gave the vines and branches that form the looms of 
some of these pieces. As he told me his hallucinations in his last days, he was describing these veils of hair. 
And though he never saw this body of work, my father shared with me the perfect and most exquisite gift – 
his journey from the Known into the Not Known.

 —M.Y.
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Millicent Young’s Tranformative Gift
by Gerald Ross

I was introduced to Millicent Young’s work in 2012 as I was curating a group show of works by artists in 
the mid-Atlantic region and I was immediately drawn to it.  My first reaction in looking at her work was 
to think of a multitude of questions: “What are these? Where do they come from? How do these strange, 
enigmatic objects fit into the way we understand contemporary art?” Her work stood apart for me from 
what I am used to seeing – work that is overly conscious of recent trends in art-making, trying to find its 
place amongst current trends. I am completely beguiled by these sculptures, mainly because of their deep 
curiosity – curiosity as objects. They are surreal and exhibit a proto-futurist grace which emanates a kind 
of ancient, talismanic presence, relics from a time long since gone… They are mysterious and protective, 
power figures. 

They are also sophisticated abstractions: a vine bends around itself and then rests against a vertical wall, 
a line hanging in midair, a shadowy structure emerging from beneath a translucent veil. The fact that 
the works offer so many possibilities for interpretation gives them their strength. Young’s art asks us big 
questions – and the questions that these works ask gain us entry into the complex gift of Young’s vision and 
practice. Even the un-answerability of the questions in this work is an interesting factor: there is greater 
conceptual permanence and purpose.  

Anchored in communion with the earth and informed by an acute sense of space and a quest for spiritual 
health, Young’s ultimate artistic prerogative is to gain access to a place she refers to as the “Not Knowing” 
of things. Her processes and materials provide a pathway to this elusive mental place.  Transformation 
occurs, where we can be reminded of our minute place in the larger world; also that if we so choose, we 
have all we would require for existence, around us in the natural world.  In this way, these works are 
deeply political, even if this is a secondary intention. The sculptures are emblematic of the artist’s solace 
and contemplation. Young purposefully lives apart and away from what she considers to be the “bling of 
what is considered to be contemporary art.”
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She lives alone on a farm in rural Virginia, and adjacent to her artistic practice, is an expert gardener. She 
has a great understanding of plant materials and properties, which is absolutely evident in her work.  Her 
surroundings are an idyllic place to meditate and converse with the natural world – where the processes 
of life and death are close and as equally beautiful and sensory.  She has chosen to distance herself from a 
commodity-based kind of art-making, from work that she considers to be merely superficial meanderings.  
She rejects the idea of making art that mirrors or is informed by the pace, social structures, or ironic 
trappings of contemporary culture. Instead, she prefers to find the roots of her language in the quiet, the 
simple, and the often overlooked: a scant sweep of snow across a field grazed by the morning sun, a gust 
that suddenly arrives out of the trees and then is gone, an ambient sound that lies just behind the sounds of 
ordinary life.

She chooses her materials carefully and specifically to saturate her work not with grandiosity or pointed 
societal commentary but instead with innately understood natural and human truths. The material 
informs her hand. Like single breaths in motion, she repetitively weaves, wraps, binds and threads, finding 
and adding elements from her own everyday surroundings – horsehair, decayed wood, stones, vine. The 
process of this repetition may seem practical in methodology to the viewer, but for Young, the actions are a 
means for removing herself from overt awareness in the process and according to Young “do not amount to 
anything” until weight and space are realized in open-ended form. After all, “a breath taken after a breath 
after a breath is life”. 

Young envisions her artistic self not as an anarchist working against popular, material cultural standards.  
Her practice is not to be viewed as political – at least not overtly, but as an intimate conversation about 
what is essential.  Young considers herself “an artist who is first a citizen and has social responsibility”. 
She feels that it is very important that artists are leaders and participants in society, not just reflective or 
passive commentators. 
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Young believes that personal transformation happens through being physically and mindfully present, still; 
that transformation occurs through spiritual means, through the basic practices that all spiritual traditions 
cultivate: silence, contemplation, and a willingness to be static…to pause even at a place of discomfort. 
Young’s sculptures are these cultivation tools for deepening consciousness.  They imply or suggest an 
opportunity for change: from a world that is frenetic or chaotic to a world not steeped in psychic clutter, 
violence, or waste, a world filled with the mysteries of the “not knowing.”

And then, as Millicent Young says, “from here it is all ripples.”

Gerald Ross lives in Baltimore, Maryland and is a painter, writer, and curator. He is the Director of Exhibitions at Maryland 
Institute College of Art (MICA) in Baltimore and on the faculty of MICA’s MFA in Curatorial Practice Program. He received 
a degree in Painting from the Kansas City Art Institute in 1989 where he was also a Yale scholar. In the 1990s, he collaborated 
on six public mural projects, receiving numerous awards. Ross shows his paintings regularly throughout the region. He has also 
served as a juror for many fine arts awards, including the Trawick Prize and the National Sculpture Residency Prize at Evergreen 
Museum & Library in Baltimore, MD.
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48 x 58 x 19
oak, kiwi vine, adobe, twine, wire, 2013
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Coda 
11 x 7 x 2 each 
clay, ink, 2013



Requiem
30 x 20 x 2 
wood, clay, ink, 2013
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